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Videos take lot of time to transport over the network, hence running analytics on the live video at the embedded
or mobile devices has become an important system driver. Considering such devices, e.g., surveillance cameras
or AR/VR gadgets, are resource constrained, althrough there has been significant work in creating lightweight
deep neural networks (DNNs) for such clients, none of these can adapt to changing runtime conditions, e.g.,
changes in resource availability on the device, the content characteristics, or requirements from the user.
In this paper we introduce ApproxNet, a video analytics system for embedded or mobile clients (which we
collectively refer to as “sensor devices”). It enables novel dynamic approximation techniques to achieve desired
inference latency and accuracy trade-off under changing runtime conditions. It achieves this by enabling
two approximation knobs within a single DNN model, rather than creating and maintaining an ensemble of
models (such as MCDNN [MobiSys-16]. We show that ApproxNet can adapt seamlessly at runtime to these
changes, provide low and stable latency for the image and video frame classification problems, and show
the improvement in accuracy and latency over ResNet [CVPR-16], MCDNN [MobiSys-16], and MobileNets
[Google-17].
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1 INTRODUCTION
There is an increasing number of scenarios where various kinds of analytics are required to be
run on live video streams, on resource-constrained mobile and embedded devices. For example,
in a smart city traffic system, vehicles are redirected by detecting congestions from the live video
feeds from traffic cameras while in Augmented Reality (AR)/Virtual Reality (VR) systems, scenes
are rendered based on the recognition of objects, faces or actions in the video. These applications
require low latency for event classification or identification based on the content in the video
frames. Most of these videos are captured at end-client devices such as IoT devices, surveillance
cameras, or head-mounted AR/VR systems. Video transport over wireless network is slow and
these applications often must operate under intermittent network connectivity. Hence such systems
must be able to run video analytics in-place, on these resource-constrained client devices1 to meet
the low latency requirements for the applications.
State-of-the-art is too heavy for sensor devices: Most of the video analytics queries involve
performing an inference over DNNs (mostly convolutional neural networks, aka CNNs) with a
variety of functional architectures for performing the intended tasks like classification [21, 25, 64, 65],
object detection [46, 59, 60], face [54, 62, 66, 70] or action recognition [32, 44, 55, 63] etc. With
advancements in deep learning and emergence of complex architectures, DNN-based models have
become deeper and wider. Correspondingly their memory footprints and their inference times
have become significant. For example, DeepMon [27] runs the VGG-16 deep learning model at
approximately 1-2 frames-per-second (fps) on a Samsung Galaxy S7. ResNet [21], with its 101-layer
version, has a memory footprint of 2.8 GB and takes 101 ms to perform inference on a single video
frame on the NVIDIA Jetson TX2.
Maintain performance under variable runtime conditions: In several scenarios, these devices
support multiple different applications executing concurrently. For example, while an AR application
is running, a voice assistant might kick in if it detects background conversation or a spam filter
might become active if emails are received. All these applications share common resources on the
sensor device such as CPU, GPU, memory, and memory bandwidth. These concurrent processes or
background activities lead to variable runtime conditions and resource contention [1, 2, 38] as these
devices do not have advanced resource isolation mechanisms. This issue does not arise when a
1As a notational shorthand, we will use the term “sensor devices” to include end client devices, which may be mobile or
embedded nodes. The common characteristic is that they are computationally constrained. While the exact specifications
vary across these classes of devices, both are constrained enough that they cannot run streaming video analytics without
approximation techniques.
(a) Simple video frame (b) Complex video frame
Fig. 1. Examples of using a heavy DNN (on the left) and a light DNN (on the right) for simple and complex
video frames in a video object classification task. The light DNN downsamples an input video frame to half
the default input shape and gets prediction labels at an earlier layer. The classification is correct for the
simple video frame (red label denotes the correct answer) but not for the complex video frame.
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heavy state-of-the-art DNN-based video analytics model runs on the cloud [17, 23, 33, 34, 37, 45, 77]
due to better resource isolation.
On the other hand, the content characteristics of the video stream is another runtime parameter
to the system that can vary in an unpredictable manner. For example, as shown in Figure 1, if
the frame is very simple, we can downsample it to half of the original dimensions and make a
prediction decision only after 12 layers of a DNN model and still make the correct prediction. If
the frame is complex, the same operation results in wrong predictions. It is currently an unsolved
problem how video analytics systems running on sensor devices can maintain a low and stable
inference latency under such variable resource availability and changing content characteristics, so
as to deliver satisfactory user experience.
Mobile models cannot adapt to variable runtime conditions: Computer vision research [5,
22, 24, 30, 64, 65], especially as focused on client devices, has made significant progress in making
models smaller so that they can run on mobile devices and deliver low inference latencies. Ex-
amples of this line of work are MCDNN [17], VideoStorm [77], DeepMon [27], Mainstream [33],
Chameleon [34], Focus [23], Liu’s work [45], MobileNets [22], and MSDNet [24]. However, none of
them address how to optimize their usage under variable runtime conditions.
When a model becomes smaller (fewer layers, less neurons in each) [22], or is quantized (less
precision), it invariably loses some accuracy. But under low contention scenario, such loss of
accuracy is not required to maintain low inference latency. On the other hand, smaller models
might be effective on simpler video frames, but a heavy DNN machinery might be needed to handle
complex content. None of the prior works is agile enough to handle these variable content and
contention scenarios, which would be crucial for effective live video analytics on sensor devices.
Also, a straight-forward solution of switching among a pre-installed set of ensemble models, in
response to content or device context change, either incurs huge switching overhead or cannot
fit inside the device’s RAM. For example, MCDNN [17] relies on storing a catalog of tens of local
models. According to our measurement, a single model, ResNet with only 34 layers (i.e., at the low
end of the depth), takes 2.4 GB of memory (Figure 17), while an NVIDIA Jetson TX2 has a total of 8
GB of memory and thus an ensemble of up to 68 models as proposed in MCDNN is not feasible.
Similar designs with ensemble models [75] have the same issue. Thus, resilient, on-device, real-time
streaming video analytics has still not been achieved.
Table 1. ApproxNet’s main features and comparison to existing systems.
Solution Single
model
Considers cost
of switching
Focused
on video
Handles
dynamic
changes
Mobile only (M)
OR mobile-edge-
cloud (MEC)
MCDNN [MobiSys’16] M and MEC
MobileNets [ArXiv’17] M
MSDNet [ICLR’18] MEC
BranchyNet [ICPR’16] MEC
NestDNN [MobiCom’18] M
Edge (Liu et al.) [Mobi-
Com’19]
MEC
ApproxNet M and MEC
Supported Partially Supported Not Supported
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Our solution: ApproxNet. In this paper, we present ApproxNet, our end-to-end streaming video
analytics system geared toward GPU-enabled sensor devices. The fundamental idea behind Approx-
Net is to perform approximate computing with tuning knobs that are changed automatically and
seamlessly within the same video stream. These knobs trade off the accuracy of the inferencing
for reducing inference latency and thus match the frame rate of the video stream or the user’s
requirement on either a latency target or an accuracy target. The optimal configuration of the
knobs is set, particularly considering the resource contention and complexity of the video frames,
because these runtime conditions affects the accuracy and latency of the model much.
In Table 1, we compare ApproxNet with various representative prior works in this field. First
of all, none of these systems [11, 17, 22, 24, 45, 67] is able to fully handle the dynamic changes
in the runtime conditions as we do. Secondly, although most systems are able to run at variable
operation points of performance, MCDNN [17], MobileNets [22], and Liu’s work [45] does not
provide a single-model to switch with little penalty. For those works with a single-model, namely,
MSDNet [24], BranchyNet [67], and NestDNN [11], they do not consider the cost of switching in
their models, do not focus on videos, and do not show how their models can adapt to the changing
runtime conditions. Finally, unlike the systems requiring edge or cloud servers [24, 45, 67], we
design the on-device real-time video analytic system with only the optional communication to the
cloud.
We make the following contributions in this paper:
(1) We develop an end-to-end, approximate video analytics pipeline, ApproxNet, that can handle
dynamically changing workload contention or video content characteristics on resource-
constrained sensor devices. It achieves this through performing system context-aware and
content-aware approximations with the offline profiling and online lightweight sensing and
scheduling techniques.
(2) We design a novel DNN architecture that allows runtime accuracy and latency tuning within
a single model. Our design is in contrast to ensemble systems like MCDNN that are composed
of multiple independent model variants capable of satisfying different requirements. Our
single-model design avoids high switching latency when conditions change and reduces
RAM and storage usage.
(3) We design ApproxNet to make use of video features such as the lack of abrupt change from
one frame to the next, in contrast to prior works which are geared toward image processing
and treat video (if at all) simply as a sequence of image frames. We empirically show that on a
large-scale video classification dataset, popular in the vision community, ApproxNet achieves
a superior accuracy-latency tradeoff than the two state-of-the-art solutions on mobile devices,
MobileNets and MCDNN (Figures 9, 10, and 11).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the relevant background. Section 3
gives our high-level solution overview. Section 4 gives the detailed design. Section 5 evaluates our
end-to-end system. Section 6 discusses the details about training the DNN. Section 7 highlights the
related works. Finally, Section 8 gives concluding remarks.
2 BACKGROUND ANDMOTIVATION
2.1 DNNs for Streaming Video Analytics
DNNs have become a core element of various video processing tasks such as frame classification,
human action recognition, object detection, face recognition, and so on. Though accurate, DNNs
are computationally expensive, requiring significant CPU and memory resources. As a result, these
DNNs are often too slow when running on mobile devices and become the latency bottleneck in
video analytics systems. Huynh et al. [27] experimented with VGG [64] of 16 layers on the Samsung
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Galaxy S7 and noted that classification on a single image takes as long as 644 ms, leading to less
than 2 fps for continuous classification. Motivated by the observation, we explore in ApproxNet
how we can make DNN-based video analytics pipelines more efficient through content-aware
approximate computation within the neural network.
ResNet: Deep DNNs are typically hard to train due to the vanishing gradient problem [21]. ResNet
solved this problem by introducing a short cut identity connection in between layers, which helps
achieve at least the same accuracy upon further increasing the number of network layers. The unit
of such connected layers is called a ResNet block.
We leverage this key idea of a deeper model producing no higher error than its shallower
counterpart, for the construction of an architecture that provides more accurate execution as it
proceeds deeper into the DNN.
Spatial Pyramid Pooling (SPP) [20]: Popular DNN models, including ResNet, consist of convolu-
tional and max-pooling (CONV) layers and fully-connected (FC) layers and the shape of an input
image is fixed. Changing the input shape in a CNN typically requires re-designing the architecture
of the CNN. SPP is a special layer that eliminates this constraint. The SPP layer is added at the end
of CONV layers, providing the following FC layers with a fixed-dimensioned feature representation
by pooling the CONV layer output with bins whose shapes are proportional to the input shape. We
use SPP layers to change input shape as an approximation knob.
Trading-off accuracy for inference latency: DNNs can have several variants due to different
configurations, and these variants yield different accuracies and latencies. But these variants are
trained and inferenced independently and cannot be switched efficiently at inference time to meet
differing accuracy or latency requirements. For example, MCDNN [17] sets up an ensemble of (up
to 68) model variants to satisfy different latency/accuracy/cost requirements. MSDNet [24] enables
five early exits in a singlemodel but does not evaluate on streaming video with any variable content
or contention situations. Hence, we set ourselves to design a single-model DNN that is capable
of handling the accuracy-latency trade-off at inference time and guarantees our video analytics
system’s performance under variable content and runtime conditions.
2.2 Content-aware Approximate Computing
IRA [41] and VideoChef [72] first introduced the notion of content-aware approximation and
applied the idea, respectively to image and video processing pipelines. These works for the first
time showed how to tune approximation knobs as content characteristics change, e.g., the video
scene became more complex. In particular, IRA performs approximation targeting individual images,
while VideoChef exploits temporal similarity among frames in a video to further optimize accuracy-
latency trade-off. However, these works do not perform approximation for ML-based inferencing,
which comprises the dominant form of video analytics. In contrast, we apply approximation to the
DNN model itself with the intuition that depending on complexity of the video frame, we want
to feed input of a different shape and output at a different depth of layers to achieve the target
accuracy.
2.3 Contention-aware Scheduling
Managing the resource contention of multiple jobs on high-performance clusters is a very active
area of work. Bubble-Up [50], Bubble-Flux [74], and Pythia [73] develop characterization method-
ologies to predict the performance degradation of latency-sensitive applications due to shared
resources in the memory subsystem. SMiTe [80] and Paragon [8] further extend such concurrent
resource contention scenario to SMT processors and thousands of different unknown applications,
respectively. On the other hand, we apply contention-aware approximation to the DNN model on
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the embedded and mobile devices, and consider the three major sources of contention – CPU, GPU,
and memory bandwidth.
3 OVERVIEW
Here we give a high-level overview of ApproxNet. In Section 4, we provide details of each compo-
nent.
3.1 Design Principles and Motivation
We set three design requirements for streaming video analytics on sensor devices motivated by
real-world scenarios and needs. First, the application should adapt to changing input characteristics,
such as, the complexity of the video frames because the accuracy of the DNNmay vary based on the
content characteristics. We find such changes happen often enough within a single video stream and
without any clear pattern. Second, the application should adapt to the resource contention due to the
shared CPU, GPU, memory, or memory bandwidth with other concurrent applications on the same
device. Such contention can happen frequently with co-location due to limited resources and also
without a clear predictive pattern. Third, the application should support different target accuracy
or latency at runtime with little transition overhead. For example, the application may require low
latency when a time-critical query, such as detection of a miscreant, needs to be executed and have
no such constraint for other queries on the steam. Thus, the aggregate model must be able to make
efficient transitions in the tradeoff space of accuracy, latency, and throughput, optionally using
edge or cloud servers, to adapt to changing input characteristics, resource contention, and different
target accuracy or latency requirement.
A non-requirement in our work is that multiple concurrent applications consuming the same
video stream be jointly optimized. MCDNN [17], NestDNN [11], and Mainstream [33] bring signifi-
cant design sophistication to handle the concurrency aspect. However, we are only interested in
optimizing a single video analytics application.
3.2 Design Intuition and Workflow
Fig. 2. Workflow of ApproxNet. The input is a video frame and an optional user requirement, and the outputs
are prediction labels of the video frame.
We show the overall structure of our approximate video analytics system with three major
functional units: executor, profiler, and scheduler in Figure 2. ApproxNet currently focuses on
the video object classification task, taking a video frame and optional user requirement for target
accuracy or latency as an input, and producing top-5 prediction labels of the object classes as
outputs. It consists of three major functional units: executor, scheduler, and profiler.
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First, the executor (Section 4.1), as the core module, is designed to have multiple approximation
branches (ABs), each with variable latency and accuracy specs even under static conditions. We
design ApproxNet such that these ABs are achieved via a single DNN without the need to store
and load multiple model variants and switch among them as in prior works for mobile CNN with
the notable exception of MSDNet [24]. Thus, this one-model DNN is a key enabler of ApproxNet
for dynamic scenarios. The executor also refers to a non-approximated DNN running on an edge
or cloud server (Section 4.6), if the user specifies so.
Secondly, the scheduler makes the decision on where to execute (on-device or offload) and how
to execute (selecting an AB) in response to the variable resource contentions and changing content
characteristics. At a high level, we consider the single DNN with multiple approximation branches
as a blackbox at runtime. Thus, the scheduler combines the precise accuracy estimation of each AB
due to changing content characteristics via a Frame Complexity Estimator (FCE, Section 4.2),
the precise latency estimation of each AB due to resource contention via a Resource Contention
Estimator (RCE, Section 4.3), and the switching overhead among ABs (Section 4.4). It finally
reaches a decision on which AB to use based on the user’s latency or accuracy requirement and its
internal accuracy, latency and overhead estimation (Section 4.5).
Finally, we design an offline profiler (Section 4.4) to alleviate the cost of the online scheduler so as
to achieve a real-time video analytic pipeline. We collect three profiles offline — first, the accuracy
profile for each AB on video frames of different complexity categories; second, the inference latency
profile for each AB under variable resource contention, and third, the switching overhead between
any two ABs.
Video-specific design. Previous works in video analytics have used frame sampling [33, 77]
and edge device offloading [45]. ApproxNet has the following video-specific techniques, which are
orthogonal to these existing ones.
(1) The FCE uses a Scene Change Detector (SCD) as a preprocessing module to further alleviate
its online cost. This optimization is beneficial because it reduces the frequency with which
the FCE is invoked (only when the SCD flags a scene change). This relies on the intuition
that discontinuous jumps in frame complexity are uncommon in a video stream.
(2) The scheduler decides whether to switch to a new AB or stay depending on how long it
predicts the change in the video stream to last and the cost of switching.
(3) We drive our decisions about the approximation knobs by the goal of keeping up with the
streaming video rate (30 fps). We achieve this under most scenarios when evaluated with a
comprehensive video dataset (the ILSVRC VID dataset).
4 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
4.1 Approximation-enabled DNN
ApproxNet’s local executer, an approximation-enabled DNN, is designed to support multiple
accuracy and latency requirements at runtime using a single DNN model. To enable this, we design
a DNN that can be approximated using two approximation knobs. The DNN can take an input
video frame in different shapes, which we call input shapes, our first approximation knob and it
can produce a classification output at multiple positions in the intervening layers, which we call
outports, our second approximation knob. There are doubtless other approximation knobs, e.g.,
model quantization, frame sampling, and others depending on specific DNN models. These can
be incorporated into ApproxNet and they will all fit within our novelty of the one-model DNN to
achieve real-time on-device, adaptive inference.
Combining these two approximation knobs, ApproxNet creates various approximation branches
(ABs), which trade off between accuracy and latency, and can be used to meet a particular user
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requirement. This tradeoff space defines a set of Pareto optimal frontiers, as shown in Figure 3.
Here, the scatter points represent the accuracy and latency achieved by all ABs. A Pareto frontier
defines the ABs which are either superior in accuracy or latency against all other branches.
We describe our design using ResNet as the base DNN, though our design is applicable to any
other mainstream CNN consisting of convolutional (CONV) layers and fully-connected (FC) layers
such as VGG [64], DenseNet [25] and so on. Figure 4 shows the design of our DNN using ResNet-34
as the base model. This enables 7 input shapes (s × s × 3 for s = 224, 192, 160, 128, 112, 96, 80) and 6
outports (after 11, 15, 19, 23, 27, and 33 layers). We adapt the design of ResNet in terms of the stride,
shape, number of channels, use of convolutional layer or maxpool, and connection of the layers. In
Fig. 3. A Pareto frontier for
trading-off accuracy and latency
in a particular frame complexity
category and at a particular con-
tention level. Fig. 4. The architecture of the approximation-enabled DNN in Approx-
Net.
Table 2. The list of the total 30 ABs supported for a baseline DNN of ResNet-34, given by the combination of
the input shape and the outport from which the result is taken. “–” denotes the undefined settings.
Input shape Outport 1 Outport 2 Outport 3 Outport 4 Outport 5 Outport 6
224x224x3 28x28x64 28x28x64 14x14x64 14x14x64 14x14x64 7x7x64
192x192x3 24x24x64 24x24x64 12x12x64 12x12x64 12x12x64 –
160x160x3 20x20x64 20x20x64 10x10x64 10x10x64 10x10x64 –
128x128x3 16x16x64 16x16x64 8x8x64 8x8x64 8x8x64 –
112x112x3 14x14x64 14x14x64 7x7x64 7x7x64 7x7x64 –
96x96x3 12x12x64 12x12x64 – – – –
80x80x3 10x10x64 10x10x64 – – – –
Fig. 5. The outport of the approximation-
enabled DNN.
Fig. 6. Workflow of the Frame Complexity Estimator.
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addition, we create stacks, with stacks numbering 0 through 6 and each stack having 4 or 6 ResNet
layers and a variable number of blocks from the original ResNet design ( [21] Table 1). We then
design an outport (Figure 5), and connect with stacks 1 to 6, whereby we can get prediction labels
by executing only the stacks (i.e., the constituent layers) till that stack. The use of 6 outports is a
pragmatic system choice—too small a number does not provide enough granularity to approximate
in a content and contention-aware manner and too many leads to a high training burden. Further,
to allow the approximation knob of downsampling the input frame to the DNN, we use the SPP
layer at each outport to pool the feature maps of different shapes (due to different input shapes)
into one unified shape and then connect with an FC layer. The SPP layer performs max-pooling
on its input by three different levels l = 1, 2, 3 with window size ⌈a/l⌉ and stride ⌊a/l⌋, where
a is the shape of the input to the SPP layer. Note that our choice of the 3-level pyramid pooling
is a typical practice for using the SPP layer [20]. In general, a higher value of l requires a larger
value of a on the input of each outport, thereby reducing the number of possible ABs. On the other
hand, a smaller value of l results in coarser representations of spatial features and thus reduces
accuracy. To support the case l = 3 in the SPP, we require that the input shape of an outport be no
less than 7 pixels in width and height, i.e., a ≥ 7. This results in ruling out some input shapes as in
Table 2. Our model has 30 configuration settings in total, instead of 7 × 6 (number of input shapes
× number of outports) because too small input shapes cannot be used when the outport is deep.
To train ApproxNet towards finding the optimal parameter set θ , we consider the softmax
loss Ls,i (θ ) defined for the input shape s × s × 3 and the outport i . The total loss function L(θ )
that we minimize to train ApproxNet is a weighted average of Ls,i (θ ) for all s and i , defined as
L(θ ) = ∑∀i 1ni ∑∀s Ls,i (θ ), where the value of ni is the factor that normalizes the loss at an outport
by dividing by the number of shapes that are supported at that port i . This makes each outport
equally important in the total loss function. For mini-batch, we use 64 frames for each of the 7
different shapes. To train on a particular dataset, we discuss more details in Section. 6.
4.2 Frame Complexity Estimator (FCE)
The design goal of the Frame Complexity Estimator (FCE), which executes online, is to estimate the
expected accuracy of each AB in a content-aware manner. It is composed of a Frame Complexity
Fig. 7. Sample frames (first row) and edge maps (second
row), going from left to right as simple to complex. Nor-
malized mean edge values from left to right: 0.03, 0.24, 0.50,
and 0.99 with corresponding frame complexity categories:
1, 3, 6, and 7
Fig. 8. Latency increase of several ABs in Ap-
proxNet under resource contention with respect
to those under no contention. The input shape
and outport depth of the branches are labeled.
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Categorizer (FCC) and a Scene Change Detector (SCD) and it makes use of information collected
by the offline profiler (described in Section 4.4). The workflow of the FCE is shown in Figure 6.
Frame Complexity Categorizer (FCC). FCC determines how hard it is for ApproxNet to classify
a frame of the video. Various methods have been used in the literature to calculate frame complexity
such as edge information-based methods [49, 76], compression information-based methods [76]
and entropy-based methods [4]. In this paper, we use mean edge value as the feature of the frame
complexity category, since it can be calculated with very low computation overhead (3.9 ms per
frame on average in our implementation). Although some counterexamples may show the edge
value is not relevant, we show empirically that with this feature, the FCE is able to predict well the
accuracy of each AB with respect to a large dataset.
To expand, we extract an edge map by converting a color frame to a gray-scale frame, applying
the Scharr operator [31] in both horizontal and vertical directions, and then calculating the L2 norm
in both directions. We then compute the mean edge value of the edge map and use a pre-trained set
of boundaries to quantize it into several frame complexity categories. The number and boundaries
of categories is discussed in Section 4.4. Figure 7 shows examples of frames and their edge maps
from a few different complexity categories.
Scene Change Detector (SCD). The Scene Change Detector is designed to further reduce the
online overhead of FCC by determining if the content in a frame is significantly different from that
in a prior frame in which case the FCC will be invoked. SCD tracks a histogram of pixel values, and
declares a scene change when the mean of the absolute difference across all bins of the histograms
of two consecutive frames is greater than a certain threshold (45% of the total pixels in our design).
To bound the execution time of SCD we use only the R-channel and downsample the shape of
the frame to 112 × 112. We empirically find that such optimizations do not reduce the accuracy of
detecting new scenes but do reduce the SCD overhead, to only 1.3 ms per frame.
4.3 Resource Contention Estimator (RCE)
The design goal of the Resource Contention Estimator (RCE), which also executes online, is to
estimate the expected latency of each AB in a contention-aware manner. Under resource contention,
each AB is affected differently and we call the latency increase pattern the latency sensitivity. As
shown in Figure 8, five approximation branches have different ratios of latency increase under a
certain amount of CPU and memory bandwidth contention.
Ideally wewould use a sample classification task to probe the system and observe its latency under
the current contention level C . The use of such micro-benchmarks is commonly done in datacenter
environments [47, 73]. However, we do not need the additional probing since the inference latencies
of the latest video frames form a natural observation of the contention level of the system. Thus
we use the averaged inference latency LB of the current AB B across the latest N frames. We then
check the latency sensitivity LB,C of branch B (offline profile as discussed in Section 4.4) and get an
estimated contention level Cˆ with the nearest neighbor principle,
Cˆ = argmin
C
abs(LB,C − LB ) (1)
Specifically in this work, we consider CPU, GPU and memory contention among tasks executing
on the device (our SoC board shares the memory between the CPU and the GPU), but our design is
agnostic to what causes the contention. Our methodology considers the resource contention as a
black-box model because we position ourselves as an application-level design instead of knowing
the execution details of all other applications. We want to deal with the effect of contention, rather
than mitigating it by modifying the source of the contention.
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4.4 Offline Profiler
Per-AB Content-Aware Accuracy Profile. The boundaries of frame complexity categories are
determined based on the criteria that all frames within a category should have an identical Pareto
frontier curve (Figure 3) and frames in different categories should have distinct curves. We start
with considering the whole set of frames as belonging to a single category and split the range of
mean edge values into two in an iterative binary manner, till the above condition is satisfied. In
our video datasets, we derive 7 frame complexity categories with 1 being the simplest and 7 the
most complex. To speedup the online estimation of the accuracy on any candidate approximation
branch, we create the offline accuracy profile AB,F given any frame complexity categories F and
any ABs B, after the 7 frame complexity categories are derived.
Per-AB Contention-Aware Latency Profile. ApproxNet is able to select ABs at runtime in the
face of resource contention. Therefore, we perform offline profiling of the inference latency of each
AB under different quantized levels of contention. Note that contention increases latency of the
DNN but does not affect its accuracy. We quantize the contention to 10 levels for GPU and 20 levels
for CPU and memory and then create the offline latency profile LB,C for each AB B under each
contention level C .
The offline profiling is done independently for accuracy and latency due to the rationale given
above and this helps to bound the profiling overhead.
Switching Overhead Profile. Since we find that the overhead of switching between some pairs
of ABs is non-negligible, we profile the overhead of switching latency between any pairs of
approximation branches offline. This cost is used in our optimization calculation to select the best
AB.
4.5 Scheduler
The main job of the scheduler in ApproxNet is to make a decision whether we need to execute
the task locally on the sensor device or remotely on the edge server, and what AB should be used
for local execution. The scheduler accepts user requirement on either the minimum accuracy, the
maximum latency per frame, or explicitly requesting an offload to the edge. The scheduler requests
from the FCE a runtime accuracy profile (B is the variable for the AB and Fˆ is the frame category
of the input video frame) AB, Fˆ∀B. It then requests from the RCE a runtime latency profile (Cˆ is
the current contention level) LB,Cˆ∀B. Given a target accuracy or latency requirement, we can
easily select the AB to use from drawing the Pareto frontier for the current (Fˆ , Cˆ). If no Pareto
frontier point satisfies the user requirement, ApproxNet picks the AB that achieves metric value
closest to the user requirement. If the user does not set any requirement, ApproxNet sets a latency
requirement to the frame interval of the incoming video stream. One subtlety arises due to the cost
of switching from one AB to another. This cost has to be considered by the scheduler to avoid too
frequent switches without benefit to outweigh the cost.
To more rigorously formulate the problem, we denote the set of ABs as B = {B1, ...BN } and
the optimal AB the scheduler has to determine as Bopt . We denote the accuracy of branch B on a
video frame with frame complexity F as AB,F , the estimated latency of branch B under contention
level C as LB,C , the one-time switch latency from branch Bp to Bopt as LBp→Bopt , and the expected
time window over which this AB can be used asW (in the unit of frames). The constant system
overhead per frame (due to SCD, FCC, and resizing the frame) is L0. Thus, the optimal branch Bopt
given the latency requirement Lτ is,
Bopt = argmax
B∈B
AB,F , s .t . LB,C +
1
W
LBp→B + L0 ≤ Lτ (2)
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When the accuracy requirement Aτ is given,
Bopt = argmin
B∈B
[LB,C + 1
W
LBp→B + L0], s .t . AB,F ≥ Aτ (3)
4.6 Remote Executer on edge or cloud servers
As an optional feature of ApproxNet, we integrate a remote executer for the scenarios where high
accuracy and high throughput are required. To support such scenarios, ApproxNet offloads the
inference task to a high-end GPU powered edge (or cloud) server. Such a server uses the most
accurate model that is available and serves the classification requests in parallel among all available
servers to achieve the desired throughput. However, this mode requires ApproxNet to have network
connectivity and the network latency is often significant, e.g., 41 ms in our lab’s wired LAN and up
to 100 ms in our campus WAN. This mode is useful when latency is not important but throughput
is, such as analyzing a video after the fact.
5 EVALUATION
5.1 Evaluation Platforms
We evaluate ApproxNet by running its local executor on an NVIDIA Jetson TX2 [7], which includes
256 NVIDIA Pascal CUDA cores, a dual-core Denver CPU, a quad-core ARM CPU on a 8GB unified
memory [19] between CPU and GPU. The specification of this board is a little above what is
available in today’s high-end smartphones such as Samsung Galaxy S10 and Apple iPhone 11. We
run the remote executor on an edge server with NVIDIA Tesla K40c GPU with 12GB dedicated
memory and an octa-core Intel i7-2600 CPU with 24GB RAM. For both the local embedded device
and the edge server, we install Ubuntu 16.04 and Tensorflow v1.14. The offline training of the DNN
is done on the edge server.
5.2 Datasets, Task, and Metrics
5.2.1 ImageNet VID dataset. We evaluate ApproxNet on the video object classification task using
ILSVRC 2015 VID dataset [61]. Although the dataset is initially used for object detection, we
convert the dataset so that the task is to classify the frame into one of the ground truth object
categories. If multiple objects exist, the classification is considered correct if matched with any one
of the ground truth classes and this rule applies to both ApproxNet and baselines. According to
our analysis, 89% of the video frames are single-object-class frames and thus the accuracy is still
meaningful under such conversion.
For the purpose of training, ILSVRC 2015 VID training set contains too many redundant video
frames, leading to an over-fitting issue. To alleviate this problem, we follow the best practice
in [36] such that the VID training dataset is sub-sampled every 180 frames and the resulting subset
is mixed with ILSVRC 2014 detection (DET) training dataset to construct a new dataset with
DET:VID=2:1. We use 90% of this video dataset to train ApproxNet’s DNN model and keep aside
another 10% as validation set to fine-tune ApproxNet (offline profiling). To evaluate ApproxNet’s
system performance, we use ILSVRC 2015 VID validation set – we refer to this as the “test set”
throughout the paper.
5.2.2 ImageNet IMG dataset. We also use ILSVRC 2012 image classification dataset [9] to evaluate
the accuracy-latency trade-off of our single DNN. We use 10% of the ILSVRC training set as our
training set, first 50% of the validation set as our validation set to fine-tune ApproxNet, and the
remaining 50% of the validation set as our test set. The choices made for training-validation-test in
both the datasets follows common practice and there is no overlap between the three. Throughout
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the evaluation, we use ImageNet VID dataset by default, unless we explicitlymention the
use of the ImageNet IMG dataset.
5.2.3 Metrics. We use latency and top-5 accuracy as the two metrics. The latency includes the
overheads of the respective solutions, including the switching overhead, the execution time of FCE,
RCE and scheduler.
5.3 Baselines
ResNet [21]: ResNet is the base DNN architecture of many state-of-the-art image and video object
classification tasks, with superior accuracy to other architectures. While it was originally meant
for server-class platforms, as resources on mobile devices increase, ResNet is also being used on
such devices [48, 68, 79]. We use ResNet of 18 layers (ResNet-18) and of 34 layers (ResNet-34) as
base models. We modify the last FC layer to classify into 30 labels in VID dataset and re-train
the whole model. ResNet-34 plays a role as the reference providing the upper bound of the target
accuracy. ResNet architectures with more than 34 layers ([21] has considered up to 152 layers)
become impractical as they are too slow to run on the resource-constrained sensor device and their
memory consumption is too large for the memory on the board.
MCDNN [17]: We change the base model in MCDNN from VGG to the more recent ResNet for
a fairer comparison. This system chooses between MCDNN-18 and MCDNN-34 depending on
the accuracy requirement. MCDNN-18 uses two models: a specialized ResNet-18 followed by the
generic ResNet-18. The specialized ResNet-18 is the same as the ResNet-18 except the last layer,
which is modified to classify the most frequent N classes only. This is MCDNN’s key novelty that
most inputs belong to the top N classes, which can be handled by a reduced-complexity DNN. If the
top-1 prediction label of the specialized model in MCDNN is not among the top N frequent classes,
then the generic model processes the input again and outputs its final predictions. Otherwise,
MCDNN uses the top-5 prediction labels of specialized model as its final predictions. We set N = 20
that covers 80% of training video frames in the VID dataset.
MobileNets [22]: This refers to 20 model variants (trained by the original authors) specifically
designed for mobile devices (α = 1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.35, shape = 224, 192, 160, 128, 96). These models
can trade off in the accuracy-vs-latency space though the original paper does not discuss this. We
enhance MobileNets to be an ensemble of these 20 models with the switching logic among them.
5.4 Typical Usage Scenarios
We use a few usage scenarios to compare the protocols, although ApproxNet can support finer-
grained user requirements in latency or accuracy.
• High accuracy, High latency (HH) refers to the scenario where ApproxNet has less than
10% (relative) accuracy loss from ResNet-34, our most accurate single model baseline. Ac-
cordingly, the runtime latency is also high to achieve such accuracy.
• Medium accuracy, Medium latency (MM) has an accuracy loss less than 20% from our
base model ResNet-34.
• Low accuracy, Low latency (LL) can tolerate an accuracy loss of up to 30% with a speed
up in its inferencing. All three of these do not require network connectivity and can execute
solely on the local device.
• High accuracy, high latency with edge server support (HH-Offload): the user wants
the highest possible accuracy comparable to state-of-the-art models and offloads the task and
processes it in a remote executer running on an edge server. This mode requires continuous
network connectivity.
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Table 3. Averaged accuracy and latency performance of ABs on the Pareto frontier in ApproxNet and those
of the baselines on validation set of the VID dataset.
(a) Averaged accuracy and latency performance in ApproxNet.
Shape Layers Latency Accuracy Scenario (rate)
80x80x3 12 16.14 ms 66.39% LL (62 fps)
96x96x3 12 16.78 ms 67.98%
112x112x3 12 17.70 ms 68.53%
128x128x3 12 17.97 ms 70.23% MM (56 fps)
112x112x3 20 26.84 ms 78.28%
128x128x3 20 27.95 ms 79.35%
160x160x3 20 31.33 ms 80.81%
128x128x3 24 31.42 ms 82.12% HH (32 fps)
224x224x3 34 20.57 ms 85.86% HH-Offload
(b) Lookup table in MCDNN’s scheduler.
Shape Layers Latency Accuracy Scenario (rate)
224x224x3 18 57.83 ms 71.40% MM/LL (17 fps)
224x224x3 34 88.11 ms 77.71% HH (11 fps)
224x224x3 34 20.57 ms 85.86% HH-Offload
(c) Reference performance of single model variants.
Shape Layers Latency Accuracy Model (rate)
224x224x3 18 45.22 ms 84.59% ResNet-18 (22 fps)
224x224x3 34 64.44 ms 85.86% ResNet-34 (16 fps)
• Real time (RT) scenario, by default, means the processing pipeline should keep up with 30
fps speed, i.e., maximum 33.33 ms latency. This is selected if no requirement is specified.
Fig. 9. Pareto frontier for test accu-
racy and inference latency on Ima-
geNet dataset for ApproxNet com-
pared to ResNet and MobileNets,
the latter being specialized for mo-
bile devices.
Fig. 10. Pareto frontier trading-off
validation accuracy with inference
latency on video in ApproxNet.
Baseline (ResNet-34) validation ac-
curacy is 85.86%.
Fig. 11. Comparison of system per-
formance in typical usage scenar-
ios. ApproxNet is able to meet the
accuracy requirement for all three
scenarios. User requirements are
shown in dashed lines.
5.5 Adaptability to Changing User Requirements
We first evaluate ApproxNet on ILSVRC IMG dataset on the accuracy-latency trade-off of each AB
in our single DNN as shown in Figure 9. To benefit the baseline models, ResNet and MobileNets,
they have no switching overheads as there is no change in requirements or characteristics. Our
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Fig. 12. Content-specific validation accuracy of Pareto frontier branches. Branches that fulfill real-time
processing (30 fps) requirement are labeled in green. Note that both ResNet-18 and ResNet-34 models, though
with the higher accuracy, cannot meet the 30 fps latency requirement.
AB for the “HH” scenario has close accuracy to ResNet-18 and ResNet-34 but much lower latency
than ResNet-34. Meanwhile, our AB for the “MM” scenario has close accuracy and lower latency
than MobileNets. And finally, our AB for the “LL” scenario meets the accuracy requirement but
has significantly lower latency than ResNet and MobileNets. This result indicates that ResNet is
not practical, even without switching overhead, to keep up with 30 fps. MobileNets can keep up
with the frame rate but it lacks the configurability in the latency dimensional that ApproxNet has.
Although MobileNets does win on the IMG dataset at higher accuracy, it needs an ensemble of
models (like MCDNN) when it comes to the video where content characteristics, user requirement,
and runtime resource contention change.
We then, from now on, switch to the ILSVRC VID dataset and show how ApproxNet can meet
different user requirements for accuracy and latency. Figure 10 shows the averaged performance
(over all complexity categories) of each AB in the validation set and we plot the Pareto frontier. We
list the averaged accuracy and latency of Pareto frontier branches in Table 3(a), which can serve as
a lookup table in the simplest scenario, i.e., without considering frame complexity categories and
resource contention. ApproxNet, provides content-aware approximation and thus keeps a lookup
table for each frame complexity category, and to be responsive to resource contention, updates the
latency in the lookup table based on observed contention.
Next, we perform our evaluation on the entire test set, but again without the baseline protocols
incurring any switching penalty. Figure 11 compares the accuracy and latency performance between
ApproxNet and MCDNN in the three typical usage scenarios“HH”, “MM”, and “LL” (AN denotes
ApproxNet). In this experiment, ApproxNet uses the content-aware lookup table for each frame
complexity category and chooses the best AB at runtime to meet the user accuracy requirement.
MCDNN uses a similar lookup table (Table 3(b)) switching between MCDNN-18 and MCDNN-34
to satisfy the user requirement. We can observe that “AN-HH” achieves the accuracy of 67.7% at a
latency of 35.0 ms, compared to “MCDNN-HH” that has an accuracy of 68.5% at the latency of 87.4
ms. Thus, MCDNN-HH is 2.5X slower while achieving 1.1% accuracy gain over ApproxNet. This
win comes because ApproxNet has fine-grained choice of its approximation knobs and chooses the
appropriate one for the specific requirement. In “LL” and “MM” usage scenarios, MCDNN-LL/MM
is 2.8-3.3X slower than ApproxNet, while gaining in accuracy 3% or less. Neither ResNet branch
can keep up with 30 fps. Thus, compared to these baseline models, ApproxNet wins by providing
lower latency and flexibility in achieving various points in the (accuracy, latency) space.
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Fig. 13. Latency performance comparison with changing user
requirements throughout video stream.
Fig. 14. Transition latency overhead across
ABs in ApproxNet. “from” branch on Y-axis
and “to” branch on X-axis. Inside brackets:
(input shape, outport depth). Latency unit
is millisecond.
5.6 Adaptability to Changing Content Characteristics & User Requirements
We now show how ApproxNet can adapt to changing content characteristics and user requirements
within the same video stream. The video stream, typically at 30 fps, may contain content of various
complexities and this can change quickly and arbitrarily. We see in Figure 12 that ApproxNet
with various ABs can satisfy different (accuracy, latency) requirements for each frame complexity
category. According to user’s accuracy or latency requirement, ApproxNet’s scheduler picks the
appropriate AB. The majority of the branches satisfy the real-time processing requirement of 30
fps and can also support high accuracy quite close to the ResNet-34.
In Figure 13, we show how ApproxNet adapts for a particular representative video. Here, we
assume the user requirement changes every 100 frames between “HH”, “MM”, “LL”, and “HH-
Offload”.We assume a uniformly distributed model selection among 20model variants for MCDNN’s
scheduler (in [17], the MCDNN catalog uses 68 model variants) while the local executer can only
cache two models in the RAM (more detailed memory results in Section 5.8). In this case, MCDNN
has a high probability to load a new model variant into RAM from Flash, whenever the user
requirement changes. This results in a huge latency spike, typically from 5 to 20 seconds at each
switch. On the other hand, ApproxNet incurs little overhead in switching between any two ABs,
because they are all available within the same DNN. It is notable that for some cases, there are also
small spikes in MCDNN following the larger spikes because the generic model is invoked due to
the specialized model’s prediction of “infrequent” class.
To see in further detail the behavior of ApproxNet, we profile the mean transition time of
all Pareto frontier branches under no contention as shown in Figure 14. Most of the transition
overheads are extremely low, while only a few transitions are above 30 ms. Our optimization
algorithm (Equations 2 and 3) filters out such expensive transitions if they happen too frequently.
In summary, the benefit of ApproxNet comes from the fact that it can accommodate multiple
(accuracy, latency) points within one model through its two approximation knobs while MCDNN
has to switch between model variants.
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5.7 Adaptability to Resource Contention
We evaluate in Figure 15, the ability of ApproxNet to adapt to resource contention on the device,
both CPU and GPU contention. First, we evaluate this ability by running a bubble application [50, 73]
on the CPU that creates stress of different magnitudes on the (shared) memory subsystem while the
video analytics DNN is running on the GPU. We generate bubbles, of two different memory sizes 10
KB (low contention) and 300 MB (high contention). The bubbles can be “unpinned” meaning they
can run on any of the cores or they can be “pinned” in which case they run on a total of 5 CPU cores
leaving the 6th one for dedicated use by the video analytics application. The unpinned configuration
causes higher contention. We introduce contention in phases—low pinned, low unpinned, high
pinned, high unpinned.
As shown in Figure 15(a), MCDNN with its fastest model variant MCDNN-18, runs between 40ms
and 100 ms depending on the contention level and has no adaptation. For ApproxNet, on the other
hand, our mean latency under low contention (10 KB, pinned) is 25.66 ms, and it increases a little
to 34.23 ms when the contention becomes high (300 MB, unpinned). We also show the accuracy
comparison in Figure 15(b), where we are slightly better than MCDNN under low contention and
high contention (2% to 4%) but slightly worse (within 4%) for intermediate contention (300 MB,
pinned).
To further evaluate ApproxNet with regard to GPU contention, we run a synthetic matrix ma-
nipulation application concurrently with ApproxNet. The contention level is varied in a controlled
manner through the synthetic application, from 0% to 100% in steps of 10%, where the control is
the size of the matrix, and equivalently, the number of GPU threads dedicated to the synthetic
application. The contention value is the GPU utilization when the synthetic application runs alone
as measured through tegrastats. For baseline, we use the MCDNN-18 model again since among
the MCDNN ensemble, it comes closest to the video frame rate (33.3 ms latency). As shown in
Figure 15(c), without the ability to sense the GPU contention and react to it, the latency of MCDNN
increases by 85.6% and is far beyond the real-time latency threshold. The latency of ApproxNet
also increases with gradually increasing contention, 20.3 ms at no contention to 30.77 ms at 30%
contention. However, when we further raise the contention level to 50% or above, ApproxNet’s
(a) Inference latency (w/ CPU contention) (b) Accuracy (w/ CPU contention)
(c) Inference latency (w/ GPU contention)
Fig. 15. Comparison of ApproxNet vs MCDNN under resource contention. (a) and (b) inference latency and
accuracy on the whole test dataset. (c) inference latency on a test video.
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Fig. 16. System overhead in ApproxNet and
MCDNN.
Fig. 17. Memory consumption of solutions in dif-
ferent usage scenarios (unit of GB).
(a) Inference latency
(b) Accuracy
Fig. 18. Case study: performance comparison of ApproxNet
vs MCDNN under resource contention for a Youtube video.
scheduler senses the contention and switches to a lighter-weight approximation branch such that
the latency remains within 33.3 ms. The accuracy of MCDNN and ApproxNet were identical for
this sample execution. Thus, this experiment bears out the claim that ApproxNet can respond to
contention gracefully by recreating the Pareto curve for the current contention level and picking
the appropriate AB.
5.8 Solution Overheads
With the same experiment as in Section 5.6, we compare the overheads of ApproxNet and MCDNN
in Figure 16 (note that the figure has two different Y-axes, left for ApproxNet and right for MCDNN).
For ApproxNet, we measure the overhead of all the steps outside of the core DNN, i.e., frame
resizing, FCE, RCE, and scheduler. For MCDNN, the dominant overhead is the model switching
and loading. The model switching overhead of MCDNN is measured at each switching point and
averaged across all frames in each scenario. We see that ApproxNet, including overheads, is 7.2X to
8.4X faster than MCDNN. Further, we can observe that in “MM” and “LL” scenarios, ApproxNet’s
averaged latency is less than 30 ms and thus ApproxNet can achieve real-time processing of 30 fps
videos. As mentioned before, MCDNN may be forced to reload the appropriate models whenever
the user requirement changes. So, in the best case for MCDNN the requirement never changes or it
has all its models cached in RAM. ApproxNet is still 5.1X to 6.3X faster.
Figure 17 compares the peak memory consumption of ApproxNet and MCDNN in typical usage
scenarios. ApproxNet-mixed andMCDNN-mixed are the cases where the experiment cycles through
the three usage scenarios. We test MCDNN-mixed with two model caching strategies: (1) the model
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variants are loaded from Flash when they get triggered (named “re-load”), simulating the minimum
RAM usage (2) the model variants are all loaded into the RAM at the beginning (named “load-all”),
assuming the RAM is large enough.
We see that ApproxNet in going from “LL” to “HH” requirement consumes 1.6 GB to 1.7 GB
memory and is lower than MCDNN (1.9 GB and 2.4 GB). MCDNN’s cascade DNN design (specialized
model followed by generic model) is the root cause that it consumes about 15% more memory than
our model even though they only keep one model variant in the RAM and it consumes 32% more
memory if it loads two. We can set an upper bound on the ApproxNet memory consumption—it
never exceeds 2.1 GB no matter how we switch among ABs at runtime, an important property
for proving operational correctness in mobile or embedded environments. Further, ApproxNet,
with tens of ABs available, offers more choices than MCDNN, while MCDNN cannot accommodate
more than two models in the available RAM.
Storage is a lesser concern but it does affect the pushing out of updated models from the server
to the mobile device, a common use case. ApproxNet’s storage cost is only 88.8 MB while MCDNN
with 2 models takes 260 MB. A primary reason is the duplication in MCDNN of the specialized and
the generic models which have identical architecture except for the last FC layer. Thus, ApproxNet
is well suited to the mobile usage scenario due to its low RAM and storage usage.
5.9 Case Study with YouTube Video
As a case study, we evaluate ApproxNet on a randomly picked YouTube video [56], to see how it
adapts to different resource contention at runtime (Figure 18). The video is a car racing match with
changing scenes and objects and thus we want to evaluate the object classification performance.
The interested reader may see a demo of ApproxNet and MCDNN on this and other videos at https:
//approxnet.github.io/. Similar to the control setup in Section 5.7, we test ApproxNet and MCDNN
in four different contention levels. Each phase is 300-400 frames and the latency requirement is
33 ms to keep up with the 30 fps video. We see ApproxNet adapts to the resource contention
well—it switches to a lightweight AB while still keeping high accuracy, comparable to MCDNN
(seen on the demo site). Further, ApproxNet is always faster than MCDNN, while MCDNN, with
latency 40-80 ms and even without switching overhead, has degraded performance under resource
contention and has to drop approximately every two out of three frames. As for the accuracy, there
are only some occasional false classifications in ApproxNet (in total 51 out of 3,000 frames or 1.7%).
MCDNN, in this case, has slightly better accuracy (24 false classifications in 3,000 frames or 0.8%).
We believe commonly used post-processing algorithms [18, 36] can easily remove these occasional
classification errors and both approaches can achieve very low inaccuracy.
6 DISCUSSION
Training the approximation-enabled DNN of ApproxNet may take longer than conventional DNNs,
since at each iteration of training, different outports and input shapes try to minimize their own
softmax loss and thus they may adjust internal weights of the DNN in conflicting ways. In our
experiments with the VID dataset, we observe that our training time is around 3 days on our
evaluation edge server described in Section 5.1, compared to 1 day to train a baseline ResNet-34
model. However, training being an offline process, the time is of less concern. But it can be sped up
by using one of various actively researched techniques for optimizing training, such as [42].
7 RELATEDWORK
System-wise optimization: There have been many optimization attempts to improve the effi-
ciency of video analytics pipeline by building low power hardwares and software accelerators
for DNNs [6, 13, 15, 40, 52, 53, 58, 78]. These are orthogonal and ApproxNet can also benefit
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from these optimizations. VideoStorm [77], Chameleon [34], and Focus [23] exploited various
configurations and DNN models to handle video analytics queries in a situation-tailored manner.
ExCamera [12] enabled low-latency video processing on the cloud using server-less architecture
(AWS Lambda [29]). Mainstream [33] proposed to share weights of DNNs across applications.
These are all server-side solutions, requiring to load multiple models at the same time, which are
challenging in resource-constrained mobile devices. NoScope [35] targeted to reduce the compu-
tation cost of video analytics queries on servers by leveraging a specialized model. However, the
specialized model can be used only for a small subset of videos on which it was trained and hence
its applicability is limited. VideoChef [72] attempted to reduce the processing cost of video pipeline
by dynamically changing approximation knobs of preprocessing filters in a content-aware manner.
In contrast, ApproxNet does the approximation in the core DNN, which has much larger time
overhead and different program structure than the filters.
DNN optimizations:Many solutions have been proposed to reduce computation cost of a DNN by
controlling the precision of edge weights [14, 26, 57, 81] and restructuring or compressing a DNN
model [3, 5, 10, 16, 22, 28, 69]. These are orthogonal to our work and ApproxNet’s local executer can
be further optimized by adopting such methods. There are several works which also present similar
approximation knobs (input shape, outport depth). BranchyNet, CDL and MSDNet [24, 51, 67]
purpose early exit branches in deep neural networks. However, BranchyNet and CDL only validate
on small datasets like MNIST [43] and CIFAR-10 [39] and have not shown practical techniques to
selectively choose the early exit branches in an end-to-end system manner by being aware of the
resource contention, content characteristics and users’ requirement. MSDNet targets at very simple
image classification task and does not show strong use case and the way of using the early exits. It
has no evaluation on the real latency number on either a server or mobile and embedded devices.
BlockDrop [71] trains a policy networks to determine whether to skip the execution of several
residual blocks at inference time but their speed up is very marginal and cannot apply directly to
mobile devices to achieve real-time classification.
8 CONCLUSION
There is a push to support streaming video analytics close to the source of the video, such as, IoT
devices, surveillance cameras, or AR/VR gadgets. However, state-of-the-art heavy DNNs cannot run
on such resource-constrained devices. Further, the runtime conditions for the DNN execution may
change due to changes in the resource availability on the device, the content characteristics, or user’s
requirements. Although several works create lightweight DNNs for resource-constrained clients,
none of these can adapt to changing runtime conditions. In this paper we introduced ApproxNet, a
video analytics system for embedded or mobile clients. It enables novel dynamic approximation
techniques to achieve desired inference latency and accuracy trade-off under changing runtime
conditions. It achieves this by enabling two approximation knobs within a single DNN model,
rather than creating and maintaining an ensemble of models. It then estimates the effect on latency
and accuracy due to changing content characteristics and changing levels of contention. We show
that ApproxNet can adapt seamlessly at runtime to such changes to provide low and stable latency
for object classification on a video stream. We quantitatively compare its performance to ResNet,
MCDNN, and MobileNets, three state-of-the-art classification DNNs.
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